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John Baker 

Participatory Democracy 

I was asked to talk to you today about the theory o f 

participatory democracy. It is always a delicate un dertaking 

for a theorist to talk to practitioners, and I am a cutely aware 

that you may find what I have to say utopian, naïve , or 

irrelevant. But I hope that what follows may be of some use. 

I will set out the theory of participatory democrac y under 

four main headings: what is participatory democracy ?, arguments 

for participatory democracy, problems with particip atory 

democracy, and some responses to the problems. I wi ll be 

raising questions as much as answering them, but I hope that my 

talk will help to put these often familiar question s into a 

useful framework.  

What is participatory democracy? 

The idea that ordinary citizens should participate more in 

deciding their collective affairs is as old as demo cracy 

itself. The question has always been the same: are we as 

citizens collectively entitled to run our own lives , or are we 

supposed to let others run them for us? 

In modern Irish history, the most obvious form that  

question took until independence was the extension of the right 

to vote, from something like 2½% of the adult popul ation in 

1832 to the whole population over 21 after independ ence. 
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But alongside that struggle for the extension of th e 

franchise was a struggle over the distribution of p ower in 

democratic systems. The people who are now called ' democratic 

elitists' argued that regardless of the outward for m of 

government, it was best, and perhaps even inevitabl e, for 

effective power to lie in the hands of a small elit e, who might 

well be elected but who ought basically to be free to govern 

without interference from the masses. 

By contrast, people who are now called 'participato ry 

democrats' argued that power should be equally shar ed among all 

citizens, so that everyone has an equal say in coll ective 

affairs. The idea of participatory democracy repres ents, then, 

one side of a debate about power, and is therefore as much 

about democratic principles as about particular pro cedures and 

institutions. It is about how to achieve, to the gr eatest 

degree possible, the most equal distribution of pow er in 

society. 

Participatory democrats argue that this equality of  power 

can only be achieved by the full participation of a ll citizens 

in collective decision-making. Full participation c an be 

usefully contrasted with other degrees of participa tion. At the 

other end of the spectrum is what might be called ' pseudo-

participation', where people are consulted and give n the 

impression of involvement, but have no real influen ce over 

decisions. Then there are various degrees of 'parti al 

participation', in which people have some influence  but not a 
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determining voice. In a system of full participatio n the 

citizens or members of some other organisation have  full 

control over decision-making. 

How these objectives are to be achieved is an issue  on 

which participatory democrats differ. One recent ad vocate of 

participatory democracy recommends the following co mponents of 

a participatory democracy: extensive decentralisati on of 

decision making to neighbourhood assemblies, a civi c videotext 

political information service, an informal lay just ice system, 

more use of referendums, electronic balloting, elec tion to 

local office by lottery, universal citizen public s ervice and 

workplace democracy (Barber 1984). Others place mor e emphasis 

on what are sometimes called 'intermediate associat ions' or 

'civil society'. These include workplaces and neigh bourhood 

associations, but also other associations such as r eligious 

groups, voluntary bodies, single-issue campaign gro ups, sports 

clubs, trade unions and groupings like your own (Hi rst 1994). 

There is no agreed blueprint for participatory demo cracy. 

There is more agreement on the general case for par ticipation, 

and on some of the more specific principles that pa rticipatory 

structures would have to try to follow. Many of the se more 

specific principles are best understood by consider ing what 

participatory democracy is trying to achieve and th e problems 

it faces, which explains why I have organised this talk the way 

I have. 
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Arguments for participatory democracy 

A large number of arguments have been put forward f or 

participatory democracy. We can review them under 4  headings. 

Equality. Following on from what I've just been saying, a 

central argument for participatory democracy has al ways been 

based on equality. Participatory democracy is seen to promote 

at least three types of equality. First, as I've me ntioned, the 

key idea of participatory democracy is to promote, as far as 

possible, an equal distribution of power over colle ctive 

decision making. Second, participatory democrats ar gue that 

only participatory democracy is a full expression o f the idea 

that all citizens have equal status in society. Eli tist forms 

of democracy imply that some people are more import ant than 

others. A third egalitarian argument for participat ory 

democracy is that only participatory democracy will  ensure that 

there is a high degree of equality in the outcomes of decision-

making. It is only common sense that decisions base d on unequal 

power are going to reflect that inequality of power  by 

benefiting the powerful at the expense of the power less. 

Self-determination / autonomy. A second set of arguments 

is based on the idea of self-determination or auton omy. The 

argument is that only participatory democracy allow s people to 

be masters of their own lives: to be fully self-det ermining or 

autonomous. Elitist forms of democracy give control  over your 

life to others. We can think of this self-determina tion at both 
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the individual level and the level of groups or col lectives. As 

individual citizens, we all have an interest in try ing to live 

our lives according to our own lights, and not to h ave other 

people's ideas of what's good for us imposed on us against our 

will. Participatory democracy can be seen as a way of allowing 

us to ensure that collective decisions respect our individual 

freedom. As members of groups, ranging from househo lds and 

clubs through workplaces, trade unions, and neighbo urhoods to 

states and international organisations, we also hav e an 

interest in living according to our collective will  and not 

according to plans other people make for us. Partic ipatory 

democracy enables us collectively to do this, to co ntrol our 

life in common for ourselves. 

Community. A third set of arguments is based around the 

idea of community. It is argued that participatory democracy is 

good for a sense of community and for good social r elationships 

in a number of ways. For example, participatory dem ocracy is 

supposed to strengthen identification with the comm unity 

because people feel that they are accepted and that  their voice 

is heard; they are not excluded and alienated from society. 

Participatory democracy is also said to promote pub lic spirit, 

because being involved in democratic decision-makin g forces 

people to listen to others and take their interests  and ideas 

into account. Full participation can't be based sim ply on the 

idea of 'what's in it for me' -- it has to be based  on a 

responsible attitude of mutual respect and concern,  of give and 
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take. 

Self-development. A fourth set of arguments for 

participatory democracy is based on the idea of sel f-

development. The idea here is that by fully partici pating in 

decision-making people develop themselves as human beings and 

as citizens. They learn new skills, extend their kn owledge of 

the world, develop their relationships with others,  and 

generally expand their horizons. Participatory demo cracy is an 

area of personal growth and fulfilment. 

Those, then, are at least the central arguments for  

participatory democracy, though I daresay there are  others. 

Obviously there are relations between them and lots  more to be 

said, but I hope what I've said provides a good bas is for what 

follows. 

Problems with participatory democracy 

Let's now look at some alleged problems with partic ipatory 

democracy. Here I want to concentrate on problems a s they might 

be seen from a progressive, egalitarian point of vi ew rather 

than deal with the case for democratic elitism. But  in some 

cases the difference is simply a matter of degree, so it 

sometimes helps to start by expressing the problem in the 

stronger, more reactionary terms. 

Let's concentrate on four sets of problems: 

practicalities, the characteristics of citizens, ma jority rule, 
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and unequal resources. 

Practicalities. The first problem is that participatory 

democracy seems to be simply impractical. First, it  seems 

simply too time-consuming. Think how long it can ta ke for even 

the meetings you go to at the moment to reach decis ions. Now 

imagine that this is multiplied by a thorough democ ratisation 

of society. Would we have time for anything but meetings? 

Another problem is the problem of scale. It’s fine to 

think of all the members of a household or small bu siness being 

involved in decision-making, but how do you run Dub lin or 

Ireland or Europe as a participatory democracy? You  can't put a 

million people into the same room and let them all have their 

say. 

Even if these basic problems of time and space coul d be 

solved, critics of participatory democracy argue th at the whole 

idea is simply inefficient. What we need is for dec isions to be 

taken, for the work of government and industry to b e proceeded 

with. All this endless democratic involvement simpl y slows 

things down. 

Citizens. A second set of problems with participatory 

democracy concerns the characteristics of citizens.  In a 

participatory democracy, everyone is involved. But is this 

really a good idea? One problem is simple ignorance . Do 

ordinary citizens really know enough to be trusted with making 

important decisions? A second problem is apathy. Do  citizens 
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really want to be involved? Do they really care abo ut 

democracy, or would they rather be at home watching  videos? A 

third problem is self-interest. The participatory d emocracy 

ideal is of public-spirited citizens who participat e on the 

basis of mutual respect and concern and a commitmen t to the 

common good. But is democracy of any kind really li ke that? 

Isn't it more likely that people would participate mainly on 

the basis of self-interest and narrow sectarian val ues, so that 

participatory democracy would simply heighten socia l conflict? 

Majority rule. Another set of problems is related to the 

idea of majority rule. Participatory democracy is s upposed to 

be based on equality and self-determination. But th e standard 

way of deciding things in democracies is majority r ule. That's 

fine for the majority, but no great shakes for mino rities. 

Surely there is no equality of power in any meaning ful sense in 

a system in which some groups – perhaps Travellers,  lesbians 

and gays or disabled people -- almost always find t hemselves on 

the losing side of the vote? Nor can those groups b e said to be 

self-determining in any meaningful sense if they ar e rarely 

successful in determining the collective view. 

Unequal resources. Similar issues arise when we think of 

the problem of inequality of resources. In a partic ipatory 

democracy, everyone has the right to participate in  decision-

making. But in our society some people are much bet ter 

resourced for participation than others, whether in  terms of 

straight financial backing or in terms of education , 
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knowledge, organisational skills and free time. It is hard to 

see how this inequality can fail to translate into an 

inequality of power which in turn creates unequal o utcomes. 

There are more alleged problems with participatory 

democracy, but this is probably enough for one day.  

Responses to problems 

Let me turn, then to saying something about some re sponses 

participatory democrats have made to these problems .  

Devolution. I suppose the central response to some of the 

problems I've mentioned is to look at issues of dev olution, 

decentralisation, subsidiarity, and associative dem ocracy. 

Perhaps problems of scale, as well as some problems  of 

ignorance and apathy, have to do with the fact that  decisions 

are currently taken at levels too remote from peopl e's everyday 

lives, and that we could resolve some of these prob lems by 

devolving decisions onto smaller groups. We don't n ecessarily 

have to think of this devolution in geographical te rms: 

neighbourhoods, districts, counties and so on. It m ight be 

based on departments in a firm, or on particular sc hools, or on 

particular social groups such as Travellers or disa bled people. 

In a so-called 'associative democracy', power is de volved as 

far as possible to voluntary associations which may  be based on 

any of these characteristics. 

There is a lot to be said for devolution, but it fa ces a 
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serious problem of coordination. For example, it's a nice idea 

for neighbourhoods to have control over their stree ts: speed 

limits, one-way flow, traffic calming, through traf fic, and so 

on. But it's obvious that if we devolved control of  streets in 

this way traffic in Dublin would grind to a halt. P ersonally, I 

think this might be a good antidote to the view tha t everything 

else in life should be sacrificed to traffic flow, but I think 

even the greenest activist has to acknowledge that we need some 

kind of coordination of traffic flow across various  

neighbourhoods. There are countless other examples of the same 

problem. 

Teledemocracy. A different approach to these problems is 

to look at what is sometimes called ‘teledemocracy’ . The idea 

is that we can use either existing technologies, li ke the 

postal service and the telephone, or new technologi es such as 

the internet and interactive television, to extend the scale of 

direct citizen involvement. Take something as simpl e as turnout 

at general elections. Why force people to go to pol ling 

stations when it is technically feasible to do the whole thing 

by post or even by telephone? Of course there are t echnical 

problems in developing such systems but in principl e it should 

be possible. And if it is possible, and possible in  a way which 

dramatically reduces the cost of polling, then it s hould be 

correspondingly possible to widen the number of iss ues which 

citizens decide for themselves. 

Aids to deliberation. An objection which is 
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sometimes raised against this kind of extension of democracy 

relates to the issues about citizens I mentioned ea rlier. It is 

that the idea of people voting at home in front of their TV 

sets is a far cry from the model of engaged, inform ed citizens 

in face-to-face communication and deliberation over  their 

common concerns. This and similar problems have led  

participatory democrats to focus more on the proble m of 

providing aids to deliberation for active citizens,  so that 

their democratic participation is better informed a nd more 

considered. 

At the level of small-group democracy, the main thr ust of 

this thinking is to develop better deliberative pro cedures, so 

that everyone feels that their voice has been heard , that there 

is a free and open discussion of the alternatives, and that 

decisions are based on considerations everyone can accept. On a 

larger scale, one aspect of the challenge is to pro vide better 

newspaper, radio and TV coverage of politics. At th e moment 

that coverage does little to encourage real thinkin g and debate 

but this is not necessarily inevitable. 

Another idea that is being tried out by some people  in the 

US is citizens' forums. These take many forms. In t he most 

ambitious cases, randomly chosen groups of, say, 40 0 citizens 

agree to spend six months reading material on some public 

issue, discussing it with their families and friend s, asking 

for further information on questions that arise, pa rticipating 

in focus group discussions on the options, and fina lly 
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expressing their considered opinions. Some of the o ther 

experiments have involved people meeting for four o r five days, 

hearing proponents of different points of view, dis cussing the 

issues in small groups, and trying to reach some co nsensus. 

Still others are limited to an evening, in which sm all groups 

watch a TV debate, phone in with questions, and dis cuss the 

issues among themselves before voting electronicall y. 

The common idea of all these experiments is to try to 

combine direct participation with opportunities to expand 

people's knowledge and widen their horizons. Report s of the 

experiments confirm that ordinary citizens are inde ed capable 

of mastering complex issues, discussing them constr uctively, 

responding to the arguments, and so on, and that th e process of 

participation really is a transforming and enabling  process. 

They therefore seem to refute the charges that citi zens are too 

ignorant, apathetic or self-interested for particip atory 

democracy to work. But quite how to translate these  experiments 

into ways of transferring power to the mass of citi zens is 

still a very open-ended debate. 

Delegation, representation and trust. All of this can 

help, but it clearly does not eliminate problems of  scale 

completely. So participatory democrats have had to think more 

about problems of delegation, representation and tr ust. If it 

really is impractical for everyone to be actively i nvolved in 

deciding every single issue, then we have to be pre pared to 

trust some people with some decisions, whether by d elegating 
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responsibility to them or by allowing them to repre sent us in 

other settings. We then have to think about what ki nd of 

accountability these people should operate under: t o what 

extent are they required to consult and seek advice , to report 

back, to get approval from the group? We also have to think 

about issues of fair representation, and in particu lar of how 

to ensure that groups which have traditionally been  under-

represented in more elitist forms of democracy will  be properly 

represented in more participatory set-ups (Phillips , 1995). 

An idea which was used extensively in ancient Greec e and 

has had something of a comeback among participatory  democrats 

is the idea of representation by lottery. Instead o f electing 

people who become more and more entrenched and isol ated, why 

not choose representatives by lot? That may not alw ays be a 

great idea, but it seems to work for juries, so per haps it can 

be extended to decision-making as well.  I wonder w hether local 

government, or the management of schools, would be any the 

worse for being organised by lottery than they are at the 

moment. 

Majority rule. The problems I've mentioned about majority 

rule are complex. Some proponents of participatory democracy 

are rather dismissive of these concerns, except in very 

specific circumstances like Northern Ireland. They maintain 

that participatory democracy itself is a corrective  to the 

tyranny of the majority, because it sensitises citi zens to each 

other’s needs. Others say that the solution is to l ook for 
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alternatives to majority rule. 

In the small-group contexts in which participatory 

democracy is most straightforwardly applicable, an obvious 

alternative is consensus. In other words, the aim s hould be to 

try to accommodate everyone's point of view through  sufficient 

discussion and teasing out of issues so that in the  end 

everyone is at least reasonably happy with the outc ome. I'm 

sure that most people here are familiar with that p rocess: in 

my own experience, small-group decision making rare ly goes to a 

vote. 

The idea of consensus can be extended to representa tive 

bodies in some contexts. For example the whole idea  of the 

current Northern Ireland talks is to aim at an agre ement which 

every section of the population can accept. There a re some 

tensions in participatory democracy between the ide as of a 

deliberative consensus and of accountable represent ation, since 

representatives can only be free to change their vi ews in 

discussion if they are not too strongly tied to ins tructions 

from their constituents. I don't think the tensions  are 

insuperable, provided that representatives are will ing to carry 

the discussion out to the people they represent. 

If voting has to be done, for example in large-scal e 

exercises in participation such as referendums or s ome of these 

new-technology experiments, there are alternatives to majority 

rule as we know it, all of which start from the ide a of multi-
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option ballots. In a multi-option ballot, instead o f having a 

single proposal which you vote either for or agains t, you have 

a list of options which you place in order of prefe rence as in 

an Irish PR-STV election. For technical reasons, th e method 

used in Irish elections for counting these ballots is not very 

useful for counting votes in a multi-option ballot,  but though 

no counting procedure is perfect some are reasonabl y 

defensible. Whether they are better at reconciling majority and 

minority interests depends to a large extent on the  particular 

situation. 

A third response to the problems of majority rule i s to 

give special constitutional protections to minoriti es. Of 

course, these protections themselves have to be ins tituted by 

something like majority rule, but the theory is tha t it may be 

easier for the majority to commit itself to the pro tection of 

minority interests at a constitutional level than t o remember 

to do so every time it makes a decision. 

Unequal resources. Let me finish by turning to the problem 

of unequal resources. The obvious solution to this problem is 

to distribute resources more equally. A fairly caut ious way of 

doing this is to place limits on political finance,  perhaps 

combined with state finance for political parties, as the 

current government is trying to do. But this does m ore to 

establish fairer competition between political elit es than to 

empower ordinary citizens. It still leaves plenty o f inequality 

of power in the system. Some of the ideas I've alre ady 
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mentioned try to reduce the influence of social and  economic 

inequality by using random sampling. In my view, th e only real 

answer is to adopt a much more radically egalitaria n 

perspective, seeking social and economic equality t hroughout 

society. Otherwise there will always be opportuniti es for the 

privileged to exert unequal power in democracies, e ven 

participatory ones. 

Conclusion 

I want to conclude by returning to the contrast bet ween 

elitist and participatory visions of democracy. At the level of 

basic values or objectives, participatory democracy  is 

primarily interested in equality, autonomy, communi ty and self-

development, whereas elitist democracy tends to be more 

concerned with efficiency, stability and expertise.  At the 

level of operating principles, participatory democr acy tends to 

emphasise devolution, teledemocracy, deliberation, 

accountability, fair representation, consensus, and  

redistribution, while those who want to improve eli tist 

democracy are more concerned with coordination, goo d 

management, fair competition, transparency and the equal 

opportunity to compete. The contrast is not particu larly 

between participatory democracy and representative democracy, 

but between different models of the democratic proc ess as a 

whole, with correspondingly different models of rep resentation. 

I hope I've made it clear enough that the whole are a of 
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participatory democracy is stronger on principles t han on how 

to institutionalise those principles. I suppose tha t the 

optimistic way of looking at this is that we are at  the 

frontiers of democratic progress. We have to rely o n our 

imaginations and ingenuity to push those frontiers forward. 
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